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THE ARTS LAW CENTRE OF AUSTRALIA 

The Arts Law Centre of Australia (Arts Law) is the national community legal for the arts. 
It was established in 1983 with the support of the Australia Council for the Arts to 
provide specialist legal and business advice and referral services, professional 
development resources and advocacy for artists and arts organisations. We provide 
legal advice to over 2,500 Australian artists and arts organisations a year operating 
across the arts and entertainment industries from literature and visual arts to music and 
film.  

Arts Law envisages an arts community which understands their legal rights, has 
sufficient business and legal skills to achieve financial security, and carries out their arts 
practice in a non-exploitive and culturally aware environment. Over the years we have 
made numerous submissions dealing with law and policy reform issues affecting the 
arts. Our submissions are informed through being unique in the service we provide 
bridging the worlds of both arts and law, and by our clients' profile which is that they 
are usually: 

 earning limited incomes; 

 both non-Indigenous and Indigenous, and remote and urban; 

 limited in their ability to enforce their rights; 

 dedicated to the creation of art across all disciplines; 

 either established, new or emerging arts practitioners or arts organisations; 

 operating arts businesses; 

 working in both traditional and digital media, 

 self-reliant in business; 

 eager for accessible legal information, although they typically have limited 
legal education. 

As an independent organisation giving legal advice to artists and arts organisations 
across Australia, Arts Law is well placed to comment on the legal and policy issues 
affecting the arts community from a national perspective. We welcome this opportunity 
to contribute to the Australian Law Reform Commission's Review of the National 
Classification Scheme. 

 



 

 

THE IMPACT OF CLASSIFICATION ON ARTISTS 

It is important for artists that they are able to communicate their work as widely and 
freely as possible. Such communication is vital for an artist's business and reputation 
which enables them to earn income from their work. As such, they are directly impacted 
not only by the classification system which determines how a publication, film or 
computer game can be exhibited or sold and affects the communication of content over 
the internet, but by the environment the classification system fosters in how audiences 
and the general community receive and respond to art. 

Arts Law is keenly aware that classification is a balance between allowing adults to read, 
hear and see what they want, protecting minors from unsuitable material, and taking 
into account community concerns. However, the ability to use art as a means of 
expressing an opinion or belief is vital in articulating public or social debate, and 
developing a culture reflecting and documenting the society in which we live. The 
purpose of classification is primarily to enable adults to make an informed choice as to 
what they want to see, hear and read, and what to allow their children to have access 
to. It is not and should not be used as a means to censor material that is otherwise legal. 

 

APPROACHING THE INQUIRY 

Q1. In this inquiry, should the ALRC focus on developing a new framework for 
classification, or improving key elements of the existing framework? 

Yes, the ALRC should develop a new framework for classification which is more realistic 
about the digital environment in which the classification scheme operates. It is no 
longer possible to classify all content available in Australia given the volume of material, 
the plethora of platforms, and the immediacy of its creation and dissemination, often 
across international borders.  

Whilst the current classification was reasonably functional for traditional content 
(books, film, early computer games), technological developments over the last 10 years 
have resulted in a huge array of content being created and distributed. The Australian 
arts industries have participated in these new opportunities and continue to develop 
new ways for artists to connect with each other and their audiences. According to the 
Australia Council report, More than Bums on Seats: Australian Participation in the Arts, a 
third of all people surveyed used the internet to research, view, or create artistic works 
and performances and 16% of all users had "creatively participated" in the production of 
such material.1 The internet has dissolved the barriers between creator and viewer by 
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providing the mechanism for interactivity. It is not possible, nor is it desirable to wind 
back the clock, to an environment that requires classification prior to public access.  

The ALRC should take a practical approach to developing a classification framework 
which acknowledges it is not possible, nor necessary to classify all content, values 
freedom of expression, places a much greater onus on industries to self regulate within 
Government-mandated guidelines, and supports the education of Australians that they 
can take responsibility for the content they and their children access.   

 

WHY CLASSIFY AND REGULATE CONTENT? 

Q2. What should be the primary objectives of a national classification scheme? 

The primary objectives of a national classification scheme should consider the current 
principles of the NCS which has been reasonably effective to date but which need to be 
updated in view of the digital age. It is proposed that the current top level principles 
underlying the classification scheme should be: 

 adults should be free to read see hear what they want and should be provided 
with relevant information in order to be able to make informed decisions; 

 minors should be protected from material that is likely to harm or disturb 
them; and 

 everyone should be protected from exposure to illegal material. 

Arts Law's proposal is based on the idea that adults must take responsibility for 
themselves and their children and the content they are able to access. The classification 
scheme should only prohibit access to materials the Australian Government and 
State/Territory governments have determined are illegal to create, publish and 
disseminate under the criminal laws (eg. child pornography). The change Arts Law is 
proposing takes a more realistic approach to the world Australians live in and the huge 
impact the internet has had on us. Whilst some sections of the community will disagree 
with this approach, it is not realistic to go back to the pre-internet era.  

This approach takes into consideration the broad range of materials that Australians are 
currently accessing, primarily through the internet, rather than trying to protect all 
Australians from material they may find "offensive", or materials that condone or incite 
violence or portray persons in a demeaning manner. Whilst this is a broadening of the 
scope of materials which would not be Refused Classification (ie., banned) through the 
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classification scheme, realistically it is unlikely to broaden the scope of materials freely 
available in Australia at present. The change would also overcome the nebulous concept 
of what is "offensive" or "demeaning" and replace it with the more concrete concept of 
material which is illegal, primarily under the criminal laws. Any change in approach 
should be supported by an education campaign to encourage people, especially parents 
to install voluntary filters to protect children from unsuitable and harmful material.  

In providing Australians with information so they can make choices about the content 
they wish to access, the matters set out in section 11 of the Classification Act are still be 
applicable. In particular it is important when considering the classification of creative 
work of the arts industry that the matters set out in subsection 11(b), (c) and (d) 
continue to be considered: 

a) the literary, artistic or educational merit (if any) of the publication, film or 
computer game; 

b) the general character of the publication, film or computer game, including 
whether it is of a medical, legal or scientific character; and 

c) the persons or class of persons to or amongst whom it is published or is intended 
or likely to be published.  

 

WHAT CONTENT SHOULD BE CLASSIFIED AND REGULATED? 

Q3.  Should the technology or platform used to access content affect whether 
content should be classified, and if so, why? 

The platform or technology should not be the factor which determines whether content 
should be classified, rather the character of the content itself should be the determining 
factor. For example, it is illogical that an adult can purchase an R18+ film from a DVD 
store yet the same film be restricted from being accessed over the internet by an 
internet service provider level filter. Arts Law's approach is not to ban this content in 
Australia but educate people about how to use the internet so that they only read, see, 
and hear what they want. 

It is clearly impractical and too costly for the Government to classify all content being 
delivered via the internet so the parity argument must lead to the conclusion that there 
should be less formal regulation of content in Australia. The main areas of concern are 
that some people do not wish to be exposed to content of a sexual or violent nature, 
nor does the Australian community want children to be exposed to content which is 
harmful. However, although there is general agreement that as a society there is some 
content which should be prohibited completely (ie., illegal) such as child pornography, 
there is no consensus on what constitutes 'offensive'.  It therefore makes sense for the 
Government and any self classification scheme to focus on content at the extreme (and 



 

 

thus controversial) end of the spectrum so as to clearly identify content for the 
appropriate audience.  

The current system of classification does not impose significant burdens on the arts 
community, apart from artists whose work involves moving images such as screen 
creators. The requirement to classify a work prior to public exhibition under the federal 
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Act 1995 (the Act) does not 
traditionally extend to works of art that are exhibited in gallery spaces or to much of 
Australian literature. Only a small number of works in the categories of visual arts, crafts 
and literature would ever need to be submitted to the Classification Board as 
'submittable publications'. Musical works generally fall outside the NCS with the music 
industry providing a system of self regulation, although music DVDs will be classified as 
films. However in media such as films, moving image art and the rapidly growing screen 
content industries such as computer games and apps, and any work involving children, 
classification is having an increasing impact. 

Arts Law would recommend against any broadening of the current classification 
scheme. Instead, we would recommend that the classification be simplified and there 
be greater focus on: 

 correctly identifying content suitable for children; 

 correctly identifying mature and adult content that is legal but restricted; 

 resources used to police illegal content which would be harmful to society as a 
whole; 

 voluntary internet filters made available to all Australians to implement at the 
computer level; 

 education of the community to take responsibility for what they and their 
children access; 

 consulting with content industries to develop appropriate standards for purpose 
of self regulation. 

Q4. Should some content only be required to be classified if subject of a complaint? 

There is a good argument that self regulation coupled with a complaints based system 
may be the most affective way to proceed into the future. This would require content 
providers to self regulate and then for members of the public to be able to make 
complaints about the extreme and most offensive content. This sits with current NCS 
objectives of Australians being able to see hear read what they like coupled with 
children being protected from harm and Government ensuring any illegal content (eg. 
child pornography) be dealt with under the criminal or other laws such as racial 
vilification. 

 



 

 

Q5.  Should the potential impact of content affect whether it should be classified? 
Should content designed for children be classified across all media? 

Q6.  Should the size or market position of particular content producers and 
distributors, or the potential mass market reach of the material, affect whether 
content is classified? 

Arts Law refers to our response to Q7. 

Q7.  Should some artworks be required to be classified before exhibition for the 
purpose of restricting access or providing consumer advice? 

No, it is not necessary for artworks to be classified. The arts audience is a relatively small 
niche market, and an audience where one could assume a level of education and 
knowledge about the content they seek to view. Unlike the concerns raised about the 
very public billboard advertising campaigns, the arts industry appears to have been 
condemned because of the work of one controversial artist, Bill Henson. Despite all the 
media interest and concerns raised by conservative sections of community, there is no 
evidence there is a problem with current classification system as it applies to artworks 
as even Henson's work, when classified, was considered low impact and given an 
unrestricted rating. Already there is a trend of self-regulation in the arts industry with 
many exhibitors and gallery curators providing information about their exhibitions for 
the purpose of allowing audiences to make informed choices about what they are going 
to view. Should anyone wish to avoid 'offensive' art, they can do so by simply choosing 
not to enter that gallery space, a choice which Arts Law notes is not available to people 
with public advertising. 

Under the Guidelines for the Classification of Publications bona fide artworks are not 
usually required to be submitted to classification as they are not generally considered to 
be 'submittable publications'. A 'submittable publication' is one that contains depictions 
or descriptions that: 

a) are likely to cause the publication to be refused classification; 

b) are likely to cause offence to a reasonable adult to the extent that the 
publication should not be sold or displayed as an unrestricted publication; 

c) are unsuitable for a minor to see or read. 

'Publication' is defined in the Act to include any "pictorial matter", not including a film, 
computer game or advertisement for a film or computer game.2 As such, visual artworks 
such as photographs are publications under the Act, and if they contain certain 
depictions or descriptions, may be considered submittable for classification. 
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There appears to be a huge amount of confusion in the arts and broader communities as 
to how the classification system works, much created because of the views expressed by 
sections of community about the exhibition of Bill Henson photographs in 2008. The 
Classification Board rating of the Henson photographs in 2008 as PG indicates that the 
photograph was not a 'submittable publication' under the Act, and there was no need 
for it to be classified. However, because of the negative public reaction to the 
photograph including from members of state and federal parliaments, it was deemed 
necessary to submit the work for classification in order to prove it was not offensive. 
More recent Henson works of art have been submitted for classification to ensure 
against any controversy or prosecution even though it was arguably not necessary to do 
so.3  

There appears to be the following misconceptions about why the artworks of Bill 
Henson and other artists are able to be exhibited in gallery spaces: 

a) artworks are never required to be classified; or 
b) because 'artistic merit' is a predominant factor taken into consideration when 

classifying material submitted for classification; or 
c) some States retain an 'artistic merit' defence to child pornography charges. 

This confusion is evident in the recent Senate Committee Review of the National 
Classification Scheme, the report for which stated: 

'Artistic merit' remains a defence to child pornography and child abuse material 
offences in many states, meaning that sexualised images of naked children an be 
exhibited in public galleries under the guise of 'art'.(p168 12.2) 

Henson's work is a useful case study in this regard as the work ended up being classified 
and was given an unrestricted rating. In these circumstances the 'artistic merit' of the 
work was not a significant factor as the work was not found to be offensive and the 
nudity was low impact. Under the NCS 'artistic merit' is a factor that may tip the balance 
with work (generally films) that is borderline as to whether it should be Refused 
Classification (RC) or given an R18+ rating. For example, the films Salo, Mysterious Skins 
and 9 Songs were given R18+ ratings, while Baise Moi and Ken Park were classified RC. 
In criminal law, the 'artistic merit' defence where it exists only comes into play if the 
police or Director of Public Prosecutions considers that an offence has been committed. 
In the case of the Bill Henson photographs in 2008, although NSW at the time still 
retained the defence of artistic merit, the NSW Director of Public Prosecutions 
determined that the Henson photographs were not child pornography and no charges 
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 'Gallery submits Bill Henson's latest images to censors before new show', Brisbane Times, 25 

April 2010 (http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/gallery-

submits-bill-hensons-latest-images-to-censors-before-new-show-20100424-
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http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/gallery-submits-bill-hensons-latest-images-to-censors-before-new-show-20100424-tkiu.html
http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/gallery-submits-bill-hensons-latest-images-to-censors-before-new-show-20100424-tkiu.html
http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/gallery-submits-bill-hensons-latest-images-to-censors-before-new-show-20100424-tkiu.html


 

 

were laid. As such, there was never any need for 'artistic merit' to be considered or 
applied to the Henson photographs. 

The audiences that attend galleries to view artworks are a discrete section of the 
community, who are knowledgeable about the material they are going to view and 
attend by choice. Arts Law therefore recommend that there be an explicit exemption 
to classification for works of art exhibited in a gallery space. 

Works of art may, however, be brought under the Act if it contains classifiable material 
such as film or video. This would include multimedia works such as installation art which 
frequently incorporates a video element, and are exhibited in gallery spaces. Such 
pieces have been increasing in popularity with the rise of digital technology as 
contemporary art. Arts Law has had several inquiries raised by multimedia artists as to 
whether or not they are required to classify their work prior to exhibition. 

It is unlikely that films such as those used in multimedia works of art are exempt from 
the classification requirement. Under section 5B of the Act, films that are exempt from 
classification must be of a certain type used in the course of business, accounting, 
professional, scientific, educational, current affairs, or a documentary record of an event 
such as sporting, family, religious or community. Some multimedia art films may be 
exempt as a musical presentation or record of a hobby or live performance, however 
these would be required to wholly be a documentary record of that hobby or live 
performance. A film used in a work of art that exists as a piece of art, not a documentary 
record, would not be automatically exempt from the classification requirement. More 
importantly, for many artists their artistic activities are a professional activity, not a 
hobby activity.  

To avoid falling afoul of the classification requirement for films, many artists who use 
film elements in their works of art would be required to submit their works for 
classification. In many cases this may beyond the artist's means, with the fee for 
classification of a 0-60 minute film for public exhibition costing $990, and a priority 
processing fee an additional $400. Arts Law recommends that the classification 
provisions for exempt films be clarified to accommodate films used in works of art 
exhibited in gallery or exhibition spaces.  

If the status quo was to be maintained with some artworks falling within the scope of 
the Act as 'submittable publications' then it may be more useful to take an approach 
similar to that taken in Victoria where the Director of the Victoria Classification Board is 
able, on application, to direct that the Victorian classification enforcement legislation 
dose not apply to an approved organisation or an organisation carrying on activities of 
an educational, cultural or artistic nature, in relation to the exhibition of a film at an 



 

 

event.4 Whilst this exemption currently appears only to be available to the Australian 
Centre for the Moving Image, it would be useful if such provisions were available to 
other gallery and exhibition spaces dedicated to exhibition of works of art.  

If the ALRC was to recommend classification of art works then it should only be through 
a self-regulation scheme, where members of the art industry can be trained and receive 
accreditation classifying content. However Arts Law is concerned about the impact that 
this could have on artists and the arts industry in view of the small or non-existent 
budgets the arts often have to work with. Artists are already struggling financially 
without the additional burden of compliance with a classification system, even if an 
industry scheme. Therefore any recommendation for self-regulation would need to be 
properly resourced by Government. It could also include capacity for complaints to be 
made to a Government body should any objection be made to a classification marking 
given to a work. 

Q8.  Should music and sound recordings (such as audio books) be classified or 
regulated in the same way as other content? 

Arts Law supports maintenance of the self-regulation approach for the music industry. It 
is a cost-effective method of regulation and there is evidence of very few complaints 
arising (evidence of Ian Harvey, ARIA/AMRA and Una Lawrence, Recorded Music 
Labelling Complaints Ombudsman to Senate Ctee see report p128). It could be possible 
to harmonise the current labelling system with ratings of M (=level 1) MA (=level 2) 
R18+ (level 3) if this was considered useful. It may also be possible to introduce a higher 
impact rating of X18+ for recordings currently refused classification as long as content 
was not illegal. 

Q9.  Should the potential size and composition of the audience affect whether the 
content should be classified? 

Arts Law refers to our response to Q7. 

Q10.  Should the fact that the content is accessed in public or at home affect whether 
it is classified? 

If it is accepted that the main purpose of classification is to provide information about 
content so that people can make informed choices and protect children from harm, 
then it is preferable for people to be provided with some information in order to make 
appropriate choices, regardless of where the content is being accessed. The main 
difficulties in this regard include: 
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 the volume of material being distributed online;  

 the international dimension;  

 the immediacy of its creation and distribution; and 

 the use of peer to peer networks; 

all of which contribute to make the classification of all online content practically 
impossible. The preferable way for the Government to deal with this issue is to provide 
free filters, such as those made available under the NetAlert program under the Howard 
Government, so that people who will be distressed by content or wish to their protect 
children from content can install them on their computers on a voluntary basis. Internet 
content management (ICM) technology involves the use of "block lists" for websites 
reviewed by individuals and classified as explicit. Automated programs search the web 
daily and put new sites on a list for human review.  The software programs are 
incredibly effective and can be customised to specific settings based on the content 
parents and business owners want blocked. These technological solutions can be 
applied to other medium as well, such as television.  Televisions manufactured for sale 
in the United States, for example, are required to have embedding of filtering systems 
called V-Chips, which can be turned on in order to provide control over the content to 
be accessed.   

Regulating all content publicly remains a problem for concerned parents.  However, 
rather than have a government mandate that prohibits the production and 
dissemination of a broad swath of content that while controversial is not illegal, it is the 
responsibility of parents to decide and manage what their child can and cannot see. 

Q11.  What other factors should influence whether content should be classified? 

 

HOW SHOULD CONTENT BE CONTROLLED? 

Q12.  What are the most effective methods of controlling access to online content, 
access to which would be restricted under the NCS? 

As discussed above, it is utterly unrealistic to even conceive of classifying all of the 
content available on the Internet.  Resources should instead be dedicated to providing 
ICM (filtering) software to those who would like it and educating the community about 
the best ways to take responsibility for themselves and their children.  By delegating the 
cataloguing of graphically violent and sexually explicit websites to corporations that 
have the expertise and the capital, the government substantially cuts down on the 
amount of content it is responsible for classifying and creates the best possible 
mechanism for individuals to decide for what sort of content is best for their families.   



 

 

The voluntary filtering scheme currently being implemented by internet service 
providers (ISPs) Telstra and Optus whereby illegal content specifically child pornography 
is automatically blocked, is not detrimental in principle. Under the voluntary scheme, 
ISPs focus on a blacklist provided by international criminal police organisation Interpol. 
It is understood that for a site to be added to this blacklist, law enforcement agencies 
from at least two separate jurisdictions must validate the entry as illegal and not just 
objectionable, and check that the children depicted in such material are or perceived to 
be as being younger than 13 years of age. Anyone who seeks to access a site on the list 
is directed to an Interpol page explaining why the site has been blocked, and if the user 
believes the site has been blocked unfairly the user can complain to the Australian 
Federal Police or Interpol to seek a review. Such a specific, restricted list, with clear lines 
for appeal, is supported by the Internet Industry Association of Australia, and would not 
impact artists or freedom of expression. 

In comparison, a broader mandatory list to filter offensive or content refused 
classification has the strong potential to restrict the flow of content and artistic works to 
which are not illegal and to which individuals can choose to be exposed. Such plans 
would infringe on basic personal autonomy and freedom of expression, and are out of 
step with Australia's peers internationally. Neither the United States nor Canada require 
ISPs to engage in evaluations regarding the legality of content. 

The proposed filtering plan to automatically block material that is refused classification 
threatens to significantly impede access to creative works and information. This regime 
are hard to reconcile with the reality of the Internet where Australians can and regularly 
do seek access to legal content that is outside Australia and therefore created and 
disseminated in accordance to different laws. For example, if Australian law requires 
that all adult or potentially offensive material be placed behind an age verification 
system on the website, the lack of which would result in the website being added to a 
filter list, this could mean that valuable content produced and regulated in other 
countries where there is no legal requirement to classify or age-restrict material would 
be completely blocked to Australian users. The benefits of global connectivity depend 
on a free flow of ideas; as such, any plan to filter online content possesses tremendous 
potential to restrict access to content that while not to everyone's taste, are completely 
legal and recognised by many individuals and the community as legitimate.  

Q13.  How can children's access to potentially inappropriate content be better 
controlled online? 

See the comments to Q1, Q10, and Q12. 

Q14. How can access to restricted offline content, such as sexually explicit 
magazines, be better controlled? 



 

 

Q15.  When should content be required to display classification markings, ratings or 
consumer advice? 

The arts community creates millions of images every year, from physical works to purely 
digital images. It would be practically impossible to require every single image be 
classified and display a formal classification marking. If there were a mandatory 
requirement for content to display classification markings or consumer advice, it should 
apply only to content of higher impact (eg., MA15+, R18+, X18+). 

 

WHO SHOULD CLASSIFY AND REGULATE CONTENT 

Q16.  What should be the respective roles of government agencies, industry bodies 
and users in the regulation of content? 

Q17.  Would co-regulatory models under which the industry itself is responsible for 
classifying content, and government works with industry on a suitable code, be more 
effective and practical than current arrangements? 

Q18.  What content, if any, should industry classify because the likely classification is 
obvious and straightforward? 

With the incredibly huge range of content being produced both online and offline, it is 
economically and practically unrealistic that a government body be charged with the 
classification of all content. Increasingly, the government must rely on industries to self-
classify. The government's role should be to work with industry to develop a suitable 
Code and Guidelines for industry use. The government could also have a role in 
resolving complaints about classification decisions.  

Arts Law primary position is that the artworks and screen content created by small 
independent artists and filmmakers, given the size and nature of productions and 
audiences, these works should be exempted from the classification scheme as per our 
recommendations in Q7. 

However, if because of the nature of the content (eg. sexually explicit) the Government 
determines the content should be classified, Arts Law supports a model whereby 
industry classifies content in accordance with agreed guidelines. It is reiterated that the 
vast majority of content created by the arts industry would be uncontentious and 
should not need to be classified.  

It is noted that the administrative and financial burden that imposing a classification 
system on the arts, even if one of self-regulation, would place an enormous strain on 
the arts industry which already struggles to make sufficient income. In October 2010, 



 

 

the Australia Council report Do You Really Expect To Get Paid? found that the 
distribution of artists' incomes is strongly skewed towards the lower end, with artists 
earning an average of $41,200 for the 2007/8 financial year.5 

 

CLASSIFICATION FEES 

Q19.  In what circumstances should Government subsidise the classification of 
content? For example, should the classification of small independent films be 
subsidised? 

Arts Law proposes that artworks and small independent films with limited distribution 
should be exempted from NCS completely.   However, if more contentious content was 
required to be classified, then the cost of this classification should be subsidised 
completely by the Government. It is noted that the cost of classification of artworks was 
recommended by the Senate Committee report. 

The small number of artists who receive grants from the Australia Council can currently 
have works classified for free, by applying for classification through the Australia 
Council, however for the vast majority the current costs of classification are simply 
prohibitive. The average income of a visual artist in Australia for the 2007/8 financial 
year, for example, was $34,900.6 Arts Law is concerned that the costs of even an 
industry run classification scheme would also be problematic for most artists and art 
organisations which survive on miniscule budgets. Arts Law proposes that even any 
industry classification scheme required for the arts would also need to be properly 
funded by the Government. 

Arts Law agrees that the current cost of reviewing classification decisions by the 
Classification Review Board are prohibitive for small independent screen creators and 
fees should be waived. Public interest in ensuring that merits of decisions affecting the 
arts and film communities can be properly considered. 

Similarly, there should be adequate Government support for any complaints process 
implemented to ensure the transparency of decision making is achieved. 
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CLASSIFICATION CATEGORIES AND CRITERIA 

Q20. Are existing classification categories understood in the community? Which 
classification categories if any, cause confusion? 

Q21. Is there a need for new classification categories and, if so, what are they? 
Should any existing classification categories be removed or merged? 

Q22. How can classification markings, criteria and guidelines be made more 
consistent across different types of content in order to recognise greater convergence 
between media formats? 

Q23. Should the classification criteria - the Classification (Publications, Films and 
Computer Games) Act 1995, National Classification Code, Guidelines for Classification 
of Publications and Guidelines for Classification of Films and Computers Games - be 
consolidated? 

The current classification categories are well-promoted and appear to be well 
understood. It may be useful if the classification categories which apply to films and 
computer games applied to all content (eg. publications and music recordings), making 
the system simpler and should increase understanding of the classification information 
provided for consumer benefit. It would also be useful to consolidate the various codes 
and guidelines so there was one set of rules or guidelines that applied to classifiable 
content, regardless of the platform by which it was delivered. 

There is, however, some confusion as to the application and operation of 'artistic merit' 
in classification (see response to Q7). A common misconception is that artistic merit is a 
predominant factor when deciding what classification content should be given, when in 
practice artistic merit is only really taken into consideration by the Classification Board 
when content is sitting on the cusp of being refused classification (and thus banned) to 
instead justify a rating of R18+. (See treatment of artistic merit in Classification Review 
Board decisions for Baise Moi (2002)7, Ken Park (2003)8, 9 Songs (2005)9, Mysterious 
Skin (2005)10, and Salo (2010)11.) 
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REFUSED CLASSIFICATION 

Q24. Access to what content, if any, should be entirely prohibited online? 

Q25. Does the current Refused Classification (RC) category reflect the content which 
should be prohibited online? 

Arts Law proposes that the current criteria are out of step with materials that 
Australians are able to, and statistics would show, clearly want to access both offline 
and online. Arts Law accepts there should be limits on freedom of expression, such as: 

 prohibition on access to illegal material such as child pornography;  

 defamation laws; 

 racial discrimination vilification laws; 

 sex discrimination and harassment  laws; and 

 limits on use of some Indigenous intellectual property.  

Arts Law proposes that the classification and censorship laws should reflect the 
overarching principle that people should be able to read, see and hear what that want, 
and that the current RC appears to be out of step with the behaviour of everyday 
Australians and need to be revised. In many western democracies materials which are 
RC in Australia are readily available. In addition, currently in most jurisdictions in 
Australia, it is not illegal to possess much RC material (unless illegal pursuant to criminal 
laws such child pornography) or view it on the internet. Proposals to prohibit this 
content appear to want to return to a pre-internet era which is unlikely to acceptable in 
Australia today (eg. recommendation 13 of Senate Report).  

Arts Law proposes that the classification and censorship laws should reflect the 
overarching principle that people should be able to read, see and hear what that want.  
In many western democracies materials which are RC in Australia are readily available.   
This highlights a crucial gap in the evaluation and treatment of artistic merit in Australia 
relative to the international community.  In the United States for example, "serious" 
artistic works are protected from blanket prohibition based on the freedom of 
expression guaranteed by the First Amendment. In the United Kingdom, works would 
only be refused classification if they were to corrupt and deprave those likely to come in 
contact with the work, effectively exempting art exhibited in galleries and art house 
theatres. Additionally, artistic merit is a defence against legal action taken to ban the 
material as well as against criminal obscenity charges.  Given this global cultural climate 
and that in most jurisdictions in Australia it is not illegal to possess or view privately 
much RC material (unless illegal pursuant to criminal laws eg. child pornography), 
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proposals to prohibit this content appear to be detached from the realities of the 
internet era, a return from which is unlikely to be acceptable in Australia today (e.g., 
recommendation 13 of Senate Report).  

The ALRC discussion paper initially describes RC content (ie banned content) as including 
"child abuse material such as child pornography, extreme violence including rape, 
bestiality, the incitement of a terrorist act, detailed instruction in crime or drug use, and 
…'live portrayals of certain sexual fetishes'"(issues paper p.38 paragraph 118). It goes on 
to state, "The acts comprising the subject of some of this content – eg. Rape – are 
prohibited by the criminal law. The criminal law recognises that such acts harm society 
and by way of an extension, the RC classification could be seen to recognise the harm 
that may or can be caused by the dissemination of certain information and images." In 
addition to the banning of material which would be deemed illegal under the criminal 
law, the RC classification covers material which would: 

 deal with matters of sex, drug misuse or addiction, crime, cruelty, violence or 
revolting or abhorrent phenomena in such a way that they offend against the 
standards of morality, decency and propriety generally accepted by reasonable 
adults to the extent that they should be classified; or 

 describe or depict in a way likely to cause offence to a reasonable adult, a 
person who is, or appears to be, a child under 18 (whether the person is 
engaged in sexual activity or not); or 

 promote, incite or instruct in matters of crime or violence. 

The difficulty for the many people in the arts and broader community is not with the 
prohibition on material which is illegal under the criminal laws such as child 
pornography, but the much broader category of "offensive" materials. The idea of an 
agreed "community standard of morality, decency and propriety" is fraught as these are 
very subjective notions and will differ enormously amongst different sections of the 
community. This difference was clearly evident from the Senate Inquiry into the NCS 
and with many numerous inquiries into censorship issues. 

If the Government retains the amorphous RC concept within the classification scheme 
there will be ongoing issues as to who is responsible for setting the standards of 
morality, decency and propriety and how the standards are established. The Senate 
Report calls for the introduction of Community Assessment Panels (rec 6) to determine 
"community standards" for the purposes of classification decisions. It is clear that the 
composition of any Community Assessment Panel would significantly affect what would 
be considered the current community standards; if it were comprised mostly of 
libertarians the outcomes would likely be more anti-censorship, whereas if it were 
comprised mostly of conservatives then the outcomes would likely to be the opposite. It 
may be more useful to require ongoing research by qualified staff or academics to 
determine community standards at any given point in time, in order to more properly 



 

 

reflect current attitudes towards what is or is not "offensive."  Even so, there would still 
remain the question of, "which community's standards?" 

 

REFORM OF COOPERATIVE SCHEME 

Q28. Should the states refer powers to the Commonwealth to enable the 
introduction of legislation establishing a new framework for the classification of 
media content in Australia? 

Arts Law recommends that the States refer powers to the Commonwealth to enable the 
introduction of a new national framework for the classification of content in Australia. 
There is a need for standardisation in classification laws. Although State and Territory 
classification legislation is supposed to be complementary to the Commonwealth 
legislation, they vary in detail. The result is one where what may be perfectly legal to sell 
and/or publicly exhibit in one State may be illegal in another. For example: 

 All DVDs and videos classified X18+ are illegal to sell to adults in all six States, 
but can be legally sold in parts of the Northern Territory and throughout the 
Australian Capital Territory. 

 In Queensland it is illegal to sell publications that have been classified as 
unsuitable for minors to adults,12 even if it is in a sealed package. 

 In Western Australia a person must not publicly display with the intention to 
sell, a computer game rated MA15+ or the container, wrapping or casing for 
a computer game classified MA15+, unless it is in a restricted area.13 The 
public display of a computer game rated MA15+ without restrictions is legal 
in all other States and Territories. 

Additionally, while State and Territory classification laws largely rely on classification 
decisions made under the federal Act, some states have reserved censorship powers 
enabling them to override classifications made by the Classification Board:  

 South Australia: legislation establishes a state Classification Council which is 
empowered to classify publications, films and computer games regardless of 
whether they have been already classified by the Classification Board. 
Classification decisions made by the South Australian Classification Council 
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override those of the federal Classification Board. (Classification 
(Publications, Films and Computer Games) Act 1995 (SA)). 

 Queensland: state legislation provides for a 'publications classification 
officer'14 and a 'computer games classification officer'15 who are able to 
classify publications and computer games that have not already been 
classified by the Classification Board. If such publications and games have 
already been classified under the Classification Board the Queensland 
classification officers are able to reclassify and override decisions of the 
Classification Board. 

 Tasmania: state legislation provides for the establishment of a Review 
Committee to review a film classified by the federal Classification Board if it 
"unduly emphasises matters of cruelty and violence".16 A reclassification of a 
film by the Tasmanian Review Committee overrides the previous 
classification by the federal Classification Board. 

Such discrepancies are confusing for those artists who may sell or distribute their work 
in several jurisdictions. An example may include an artist whose work is touring across 
several states, an independent filmmaker whose MA15+ film screened at a festival in 
Victoria is reclassified as R18+ when taken to Adelaide, or an author whose book is 
classified as category 2 restricted sold in New South Wales is banned from sale in 
Queensland. The ability of state and territory officers to reclassify and override ratings 
decided by the Classification Board also creates uncertainty as to the finality of ratings 
decisions from the Classification Board for artists and creators who may apply to it in 
order to be able to distribute their work.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Since 2008 the arts industry has been disproportionately targeted in relation to 
censorship and classification issues primarily due to the high profile controversy 
generated over the work of one artist, Bill Henson. Despite the fact that both the 
Classification Board and the prosecuting authorities determined that one artist's work 
was fairly mild in terms of the content (the Classification Board rated the images PG, 
and no charges were ever laid by prosecutors), ever since then there have been ongoing 
calls for the classification of artworks and the need to remove any allowances for the 
artistic merit of creative work. It is clear that this has had a chilling effect on the arts 
with some artists choosing to avoid controversial themes, particularly if they involve 
children. To some extent this has been exacerbated by the creation of additional 
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bureaucratic layers, such as the protocols for working with children implemented by the 
Australia Council for the arts. 

Given the number of inquiries devoted to censorship and media attention afforded to 
these issues, it is fair to conclude that freedom of expression is currently under threat, 
especially in view of the calls to expand the range of materials that should be banned, 
restricted or classified in Australia. In this context Arts Law reiterates that not only do 
the creative arts provide an important means of expressing a wide variety of opinions 
and beliefs vital to the articulation of public or social debate, but the arts also assist 
Australians to develop a culture which reflects and documents the society in which we 
live. The purpose of classification is primarily to enable adults to make an informed 
choice as to what they want to see, hear and read, and what to allow their children to 
have access to. It is not and should not be used as a means to censor material that is 
otherwise legal. Arts Law seeks a national classification system which assists the arts to 
flourish in Australia, to provide people with information about the arts content they 
want to access, rather than have the opposite affect.  

 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

Please contact Robyn Ayres or Jo Teng if you would like us to expand on any aspect of 
this submission, verbally or in writing. Arts Law can be contacted at 
artslaw@artslaw.com.au or on (02) 9356 2566. 

Yours faithfully, 

                                                

Robyn Ayres      Jo Teng 
Executive Director     Solicitor 
Arts Law Centre of Australia    Arts Law Centre of Australia 
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